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PRIME DUAL IDEALS IN TANAKA ALGEBRAS

Young Bae Jun and Kyung Rin Chun

L Introduction

K. Iseki ⑹ ha옹 introduced the notion of a BCK-algebra 
which is an algebraic formulation of a propositional calculus. 
We refer to Iseki [7], E8], and [9] for certain basic proper
ties 讦 tip勞e alg녀xra돟. The their properties were
studied by K. Iseki and S. Tanaka [10]. Elias Deeba [5] 
has introduced the notion of dual ideals in BCK-algebras. In 
Elj, B. Ahmad has given a cha호acterization of prime dual 
ideals in Tanaka algebras. In this note, we obtain some 
properties of prime dual ideals in Tanaka algebras. We recall 
that a set X is said to be a Tanka algebra [9] if 난比 follo
wing conditions are satisfied:

(1) (X, M) is a partially ordered set with least element 0,
(2) (a*y)*2；=
(3) 心0冲)=3烽(夕心)，

where means z*：y = 0.
S. Tanaka proved that the algebra X is a semilattice with 

respect to "Ay which is defined by 3焼(夕궤b), and X is a 
BCK-algebra, i. e. (“*))*holds in X (See S. 
Tanaka [113, E12J).

In a BCK-algebra, the notion of a dual ideal has been de
fined in [5] as follows：
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Definition. A non-empty subset Dof Xis a dual ideal in 
X if the following conditions are satisfied：

(1) awJD, imply :yWD・
(2) euD, y^D imply there exists an element zWD such 

that zMz, zMy

In E1J, B. Ahmad has defined a prime dual ideal as follows：

Definition. A dual ideal P in a Tanaka algebra X is called 
a prime dual ideal if for any y9 x\/y^P implies x^P 
or :yUF.

2. Main Results

Lemma L Let be a non-empty family of prime
dual ideals in a bounded Tanaka algebra X. If the family 
is totally ordered by set inclusion, 바len both U Pf and A 巳 

< i
are prime dual ideals.

Proof. To prove U Pt (put I하) is a prime dual ideal, 

suppose x^Pf and for every y^X. Then we have 
and for some which imply y^Pt for some 

i- This means that Assume that x and y are in PL
Then x^Pt and y^Pj for some ij. If 巳 U 巳 then 
Pj, and hence there exists an element P‘ such that
zM" and z^y. If Ps U Pt then z,:ywP、and therefore there 
exists z^Pt U Pf such that and z<^y. Thus in any case 
there exists an element zUE히 with z<x and z^y. It follows 
that Pf is a dual ideal. Next suppose that x\/y^Pf and 
x^Pf, Then 巳 and for some z, which imply 
gy^PlCzP,. Therefore Pf is a prime dual ideal.

To prove D -Pt(put P") is a prime dual ideal, we first 
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assume that xUP" and x<^y for all x. y^X. Then 
and for all i^L This imply that y^Pt for all i, and 
hence :yuP〃. If x and y are in P〃 반len x, y^Pz for all i. 
Then there exists such 바lat z<^x and z^y for all i. 
It follows that zUP" with z^x and z^y. Thus P" is a 
dual ideal of X. Now suppose that x\/y belongs to P/f but 
a荏P”. Then it is possible to choose i with x\/y^Pt but 
zWR. Then :yuR. Finally let j be an arbitrary element 
of L If 巳UP】 then y^PJa On the other hand, if PJCZPl 
then x\/y^Pj while a准殆.Consequently y^PJt Thus in 
any case y&Pj and hence y^Pff. Therefore Pff is a prime 
dual ideal and the proof i옪 complete.

Proposition 2—Let工）be a duaLideaLqf _a hoimded__Tanaka 
algebra X and let P be a prime dual ideal containing D. 
Then P contains a prime dual ideal which contains D and has 
no smaller prime dual ideal containing D.

Proof, Denote by 手 the set of all prime dual ideals which 
contain D and are contained in P. Then S6 Is not empty. 
Define a relation on y by Pf^P,f if and only if P"UP 
for all P\ P"w孑.Then （，先 M） is a partially ordered set. 
Let S be a non-empty totally ordered subset of 乎* By the 
above Lemma, the intersection of all members of S i옹 a 
prime dual ideal P, say. This certainly contains D and is 
contained in P. Consequently 七 Since 戸UP' for all 
PwS we have Pf^P for every P'wS. Thus P is an upper 
bound for S. By Zorn's Lemina,芬 contains a maximal 
element P*, and hence P* is a prime dual ideal and 
DuP*uP・ Suppose now that T7** is a prime dual ideal 
satisfying DuP**uP*・ Then and P*UP**. By 
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난ie maximality of」P*, we have P* = P*거% which completes 
the proof.

Lemma 3. Let Xbe a bounded and implicative BCK-algebra 
and £) be a dual ideal of X. Then D is maximal dual 
implies D is a prime dual ideal.

Proof. See [3], p. 650.

Proposition 4. Let X be a bounded and implicative Tanaka 
algebra, A an ideal of X、and let D be a dual ideal of X 
such 사= Then X contains a prime dual ideal 
which contains D and disjoint from A.

Proof. Letbe the set of all dual ideals which contain 
D and disjoint from A.貯 ismYnrpty而cgse We
shall show that Q is inductively ordered by inclusion. To 
this purpose, let $ be a totally ordered non-empty subset 
of & Let E be the union of all dual ideals in 貯、Then, by 
Lemma 1, E is a dual ideal. Also E contains D and disjoint 
from A, which implies that Eg貯.Moreover, it is clear 
that E is an upper bound, of U9'・ By Zorn's Lemma, Q has 
a maximal element, say P. It follows from Lemma 3 that 
-P is a prime dual ideal.
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